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LET'S KEEP OUR EYES ON THE PRIZE and not be distracted. Let us remain focused, not only on surviving the current U.S. administration, but on building the foundation for thriving in the oil-constrained future on the horizon. Let’s ensure that we cover the basics: access to food and
drinkable water as the new U.S. Secretaries of State, Interior, Environmental Protection Agency, and Department of Energy facilitate further degradation of the environment and accelerate the frequency of climate change disruptions.

We have choices. We can choose to purposefully live into relocalizing food production wherever we are. This is all the more imperative for the most vulnerable and marginalized among us who are scapegoats in an unabashedly “America First” world.

Global society has crossed the threshold of an existential crisis. The Global South, people of color in particular, walked across that threshold back in the early 1970s. Increased frequency of climate-change-induced natural disasters, worsening variability in rainfall patterns, droughts, flooding, and heat stress have plagued Caribbean, Latin American, African, and island nations for over 40 years. With the advent of the new American administration, the flagrant fusion of American corporate and state power will hasten climate change and unfettered resource depletion. We are ALL now racing toward the edge of the cliff! To relocalize production is to grow wings rather than plummet. We have choices.

What’s the big deal about relocalization of food production? If corporate food-delivery systems were to shut down due to a climate disruption or for any other reason, cities in the United States would have an average of three days of resources available for the sustenance of the population. Most of us are dependent upon an oligarchic corporate infrastructure for our survival. Overspecialization deprives us of core life skills which means that we’re unable to holistically and autonomously take care of our own basic food needs.

As a population we are fed, clothed and housed by corporations focused on profit rather than people. Compound that scenario for those whose primary food is “take out,” is prepared or heated up from a box, comes from a fast-food restaurant, and/or who are two generations removed from parents who knew how to cook “from scratch.”

What Would Food Sovereignty for the Most Vulnerable Look Like? We Begin with Land Retention and a Global Platform.

Prior to the 2016 U.S. Presidential election, a New York-based Earthcare Coalition of organizations drawn from African Diaspora nations asked, “What would it take to mount a concerted move toward relocalization of food production and sovereignty among marginalized people of African descent as climate disruptions become the norm?” (Cue reminiscent images of hurricane Katrina survivors crowded into the New Orleans stadium and on their rooftops.)

At the time that was an ambitious, even audacious question for allied organizations working under the aegis of the U.N. International Decade for People of African Descent to ask. The group’s intent is to propel food sovereignty and water access onto the front burner of awareness among the 200,000,000 people in the African Diaspora over the course of the next eight years. Forty-six million of those 200 million reside in the U.S., and the Coalition’s specific outreach target is those among that group who are most vulnerable to climate change.

In the aftermath of the election, promoting autonomous localization of food production in communities of color has taken on a whole new urgency. The subtext of the “America First” refrain is the executive branch’s cannibalization of the cherished conventions and structures meant to protect us all.

This is particularly alarming for people of color since the new administration cherishes a White nationalist definition of “America.” With more aggressive extraction of fossil fuels, the undoing of environmental protections, and blaming of societal ills on Muslims, immigrants, Latinos, and “the Blacks,” the handwriting is on the wall.

Black land retention and its use for food production in the American southeast and Diaspora countries are the top priorities of the Earthcare Coalition convened by African-American representatives of Quaker Earthcare Witness to the United Nations and stalwart allies. To that end, Coalition members design and promote implementation of cooperative economic models that
connect young, returning generation farmers to elder growers.

The urgency of reckoning with drought, flooding, increased storm frequency and intensity, population displacement etc., etc. is already upon us. The Earthcare Coalition is thinking through pragmatic, local, actionable responses to food- and water-resource management that meet the specific needs of people of African descent.

African-American farmers in the Southeast can anticipate more climate uncertainties and extremes as they struggle to hold on to their birthright land amidst attempted land grabs. The challenge is compounded by the fact that the agencies designated to help Black farmers prepare for the impact of climate change are those which are historically responsible for racial discrimination and disenfranchisement of Black growers. Further, rural poverty and migration from the rural south have eroded the once vibrant African American mutual aid networks.

The U.N. Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) will provide a platform from which the Earthcare Coalition working on the International Decade for People of African Descent can reach the Diaspora in the United States, Latin America, the Caribbean, and Africa. The Coalition raises awareness about how relocalized food systems might ideally look and how people in the Diaspora can share and implement Afrocentric solutions. In July of 2017, the Earthcare Coalition will offer and televise the first in a series of events at U.N. Headquarters and locally throughout the Diaspora at the U.N. High Level Political Forum (HLPF). A succession of Diaspora-wide events will build and prepare networks for concerted climate-change action in the domain of food production and water management.

The HLPF is a U.N. forum which brings together all member states and specialized agencies for official meetings, special events, side events, and educational sessions. The HLPF is the primary mechanism for the review of countries’ implementation of the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) adopted by UN member states in 2015.

We Heal Fragmentation.

A primary goal that frames the Coalition’s work is the healing of schisms which have divided people of African descent in North and South America, the Caribbean, Europe, and Africa for 400 years. Centuries of deliberate and methodical fragmentation for profit has scattered people of African descent like seeds across the globe. This systematic division has had both geographical and deep psychological consequences. The vestiges of the latter have perhaps inflicted the worst wounds.

In the final analysis it is the quality of our relationships that will get humanity through the eye of the climate-change needle. The Coalition’s solutions-driven focus is generating transnational conversations which strengthen bonds among African-Americans and their counterparts in the Diaspora to yield food-production strategies. Food sovereignty is “the right of people to healthy and culturally-appropriate food produced through ecologically sound and sustainable methods.” The Earthcare Coalition underscores the need for people of African descent to define, own, and manage their own sustainable food and agriculture systems.

We Build Evolutionary Culture.

Events at U.N. Headquarters and throughout the Diaspora over the course of the decade, through 2024, will punctuate and highlight Afrocentric food production innovation. However, the ongoing bedrock work is the revolutionary-evolutionary act of weaving an international web of interconnectivity among nodes of historically atomized people.

The challenges and lessons learned from past Diaspora movements such as Pan-Africanism inform the Coalition’s process. Working with emergent network theory and evolutionary culture-building methods, the Coalition is intentionally cultivating a collaborative culture.

To that end, the Coalition has established issue-specific “circles” using sociocratic governance and decision-making processes. Sociocracy democratizes power and distributes authority while enabling autonomy. As Sociocracy for All founder Jerry Koch-Gonzalez frequently states, sociocracy is a lived process in which the social- movement adage “everyone is heard” is authentic and experienced.
rather than intellectualized.

The Black Belt Justice Center (BBJC), Washington DC is inaugurating the Coalition’s Land Retention and Use Circle. This circle brings together non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in the U.S., the Caribbean, Latin America, and Africa which, like the BBJC, “serve...farmers, landowners, and communities [of African descent] in efforts to retain and increase landownership; to create sustainable land-based cooperatives and entrepreneurial businesses; and to ensure intergenerational and community wealth.”

Tarsha Gary, Houston TX-based chef and founder of the environmental organization, Ecotone, is coalescing a Food Education Circle comprised of Diaspora food historians, educators, and instructor-chefs. This circle works to reconnect African-Americans with fresh food consumption, African foodways, and a rich heritage of working with the earth. Each offers a dimension of the relocalization map for Diaspora food production.

This article was originally published on the Grassroots Economic Organizing Editorial Collective’s website. Pamela Boyce Simms is an evolutionary culture designer who convenes the Mid-Atlantic Transition Hub. She currently works with international Quaker, Buddhist, and African Diaspora Earthcare networks.
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1. QEW United Nations Working Group
2. QEW's Work at the United Nations
3. Friends Help Ban Fracking in Maryland
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5. REPORT BACK: QEW Marches & Lobbies for Climate, Jobs, and Justice in D.C.
7. Environmental Author Cynthia Barnett Talks to QEW
9. May We Rise up From the Earth
10. Ecological Living at Quaker Retirement Community
11. QEW Celebrates Community at Spring Steering Committee Meeting
12. Tweet
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